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New miniaturization and integration capabilities made available from the emerging MEMS
technology allow for the design of artificial linings involving distribution of a large number
of elementary cells, that may be composed of loudspeakers and microphones. These smart
materials pose the challenge of developing new control strategies to engineer target acoustical
impedances, in order to control acoustic fields. This paper investigates the acoustical capabil-
ities of such a distributed active acoustic skin by comparing two control strategies. The first
approach is based on local control, where each loudspeaker is current-driven, using a current-
pressure transfer function which is designed according to a target acoustic impedance. In the
second approach, a distributed control system is implemented such that acoustic waves can-
not propagate in a certain direction. Numerical results demonstrate how a well-controlled
active skin can substantially modify sound transmission along a waveguide. In this study,
each strategy is characterized in terms of efficiency, frequency bandwidth, and robustness.







The advent of centimeter-scale electro-acoustic transducers allows for a large number of new
applications of smart structures, such as artificial linings composed of a large number of these
transducers. Using them as linings in turboprop engines could represent a great step toward silent
aircrafts. For this particular application, the challenge of new generation nacelles is that it will
be wider, but shorter in length and thinner. Moreover, the fan rotation will be slower, leading to
a lower frequency bound of the target frequency range (typically down to 500Hz), where passive
concepts have very limited performance.
In general, noise reduction techniques employ either damping materials to absorb the sound
field before it is radiated (mufflers1, silencers2), or isolating materials to prevent noise propaga-
tion from a structure to its environment (vibration isolators3), or secondary sources to generate an
inverted phase sound field (active noise control4). In the case of an turboprop engine, it is not pos-
sible to isolate the sound sources or add a muffler as it would considerably lower the propulsive
power. Lots of research applications have been directed toward the use of secondary sources but
first, the control is very complex because of the number of transducers needed to control such mul-
timodal fields, and second, it can be very expensive in terms of added mass, considering the order
of magnitude of the acoustic power needed. Thus, efforts have also been directed toward the study
of boundary impedance control5-6 in order to damp a sound field as it propagates along a duct.
To that aim, passive linings have been developed, such as microperforated panels and layered
honeycomb composites. They allow for the efficient damping of propagating sound fields over
short, targeted frequency range. However, with the help of smart, active structures, it is possible
to engineer adaptive boundary impedance control in order to efficiently damp or even stop the
propagation of a sound field, without perturbing the main flow.
While it is relatively straightforward to control a smart structure with a relatively high number
of transducers under normal incidence, with an identical control applied to all transducers, for
instance to maximize isolation or absorption, their use in a parietal configuration with a distributed
control poses a real challenge.
In this paper, a smart structure using electrodynamic loudspeakers is investigated under two
control strategies for the damping of an axially propagating sound field. In the first part, a local
control strategy is first detailed, then a distributed control strategy is proposed. In the second part,
a test bench is modelled using the finite element method. In the third part, numerical results are
presented, in terms of insertion loss and band-width of control, and the two control strategies are
compared. Conclusions and prospects of this study follow in the last part.
2 CONTROL STRATEGIES
2.1 Local impedance control
incident wave reflected wave
Fig. 1 - Reflection on a duct wall.
The local impedance control is based on works by Lissek et al.7-9. It refers to the control of the
specific acoustical impedance Z = p/v presented at the diaphragm of a loudspeaker, independently
of the neighbouring transducers state. Under a given incidence , the reflection coefficient r of an
incident sound wave is given by:
r = Z(!) cos  −Zc
Z(!) cos  +Zc (1)
where Zc = c is the characteristic impedance of the surrounding medium. Thus, under normal
incidence, an ideal absorber would be controlled so as to get Z(!) = Zc, yielding r = 0.
In parietal conditions, whenmounted in the wall of a duct, that is, under grazing incidence, such
acoustic absorbers have proved10 to be able to efficiently absorb acoustic energy at low frequenciesf
under the condition that the acoustic volume flow produced by the transducer matches the volume




where SLS is the effective area of the moving diaphragm of the loudspeaker (LS), and SD is the
cross sectional area of the duct.
The electrodynamic loudspeaker is modelled as a single degree-of-freedom oscillator, with a
mechanical impedance:
Zm(!) = j!M +R + 1
j!C
; (3)
magnetically coupled to an electrical circuit yielding an additional forceBli, where i is the current
flowing in the electrical part. Its specific acoustic impedance is thus easily controlled on a wide
fThe dimension of the transducer must be much lower than the wavelength, and the sound field is supposed to
contain only the fundamental mode: plane waves.
frequency bandwidth around its resonant frequency, using a collocated pressure sensor and a control
current11-12. Given the pressure signal p sensed by the sensor and the target specific acoustical























Fig. 2 - Reflection on a duct wall, with and wihout active skin.
The distributed approach is based on works by Collet et al.13-14. It can be depicted as a dis-
tributed interface in which a suitable control operator imposes the skin velocity v(x; t) as a function
of the measured parietal acoustic pressure field. The objective of the proposed strategy is to cancel
the positive group velocity of acoustic waves propagating in interaction with the active skin. Thus
all incoming waves intercepting the smart liner only transport energy in the negative (x) direction
and becomes evanescent for the positive (x) component of the wave number (see fig. 2).
To this end, the imposed normal velocity is composed of two terms:
• the first term is proportional to the pressure measured on the boundary at the position of the
actuator, and corresponds to a classical local impedance term
• the second term imposes a proportional relationship between the pressure gradient along the
duct boundary, and the normal acceleration of the transducer diaphragm.








Using the same model of sensor/actuator as for the local control, the control current i for a
given unit cell now depends on both the pressure signal p of a collocated sensor and the pressure




Zloc(!))p(!) − Zm(!)Zdis(!) @p@x] (6)
where Zloc = c is the local impedance term and Zdis = j! is a « distributed impedance » operator.
Thus, the distributed control can be seen as an extension of the local control in the case Zat =
Zc = c, with an added term taking into account neighbouring cells.
3 TEST BENCH NUMERICAL MODEL
Fig. 3 - Schematics of the test bench model.
The test bench is composed of a duct with square cross-sectional area of 10cm×10cm, with a
length of 90cm.
The unit cell is a square surface, on which a circular loudspeaker is mounted. The unit cell
length is 5cm, half that of the cross section width. We use 6 rows of 2 cells to map a part of one of
the duct walls, namely between abscissa x=0cm and x=30cm (see figure 1).
A correction factor SLS/L2cell is thus applied to the specific acoustical impedances given earlier,
in order to take into account the active area to total cell area ratio.
An finite element software is used to simulate the propagation of an incident sound field for
frequencies ranging from 100Hz to 3200Hz. The domain is meshed with tetrahedral mesh, with
minimum element size 6mm and maximum element size min/5=c/5fmax=21mm. Quadratic La-
grange elements are used. Control equations and mechanical equations are directly coupled and
added to the resulting system, leading to a model with 112997 degrees of freedom in total.
The source is modelled as an ideal point flow source with an amplitude of: Qs = 2√2H2c , where
H=10cm is the height of the duct, which corresponds to 1Pa RMS amplitude for the pressure, on
the fundamental mode (plane waves), for sufficiently low frequencies. The position of this point
source is purposely misaligned with the center of the cross section so that other modes can also be
excited at higher frequencies.
Insertion loss is recovered from the output control section by comparison with a reference case.
Perfectly matching layers are used on both ends of the duct in order to simulate non reflecting
boundaries.
4 RESULTS
We present the results in terms of insertion loss (IL), in dB. In the reference case, the active
skin is replaced with a rigid wall.
In the first simulation, the target acoustic impedance for the local impedance control is set
to c, that is the characteristic specific impedance of the propagating medium (air, in this case).
Figure 4 shows the corresponding IL. The simulation is actually carried out twice: once with the
local impedance control only (Zdis is set to∞), and then with the distributed control law, containing
both local and distributed terms.






















Fig. 4 - Insertion loss (dB) for Zloc = c, without (blue ’×’) and with (green ’o’) distributed
control.
In the second simulation, the target acoustic impedance for the local impedance control is
set to c/2. The distributed control is also implemented with Zloc = c/2. Figure 5 shows the
corresponding IL.






















Fig. 5 - Insertion loss for Zloc = c/2, without (blue ’×’) and with (green ’o’) distributed control.
5 DISCUSSION
In the first case, with Zloc = c (see figure 4), both types of control perform relatively well
over a wide frequency range: IL over 6dB (maximum at 25dB), between 100Hz and 2500Hz. In
the monomodal range (plane waves, up to approximately 1700Hz), the distributed control performs
particularly well: the lower the frequency, the higher the IL, from 6dB at 1700Hz to 25dB at 100Hz.
The local control, on the other hand, shows a more steady performance: between 6dB and 12dB
on the same frequency range, with a peak around 750Hz.
The decrease of the performance of the distributed control up to 1700Hz can be explained by
the distance between the microphones used to estimate the pressure gradient, two lengths that are
less and less negligible compared to the wavelength when the frequency increases.
From 1700Hz to higher frequency, both control laws perform similarly. The emergence of
higher order propagating modes -(1,0) and (0,1) around 1700Hz, (1,1) around 2400Hz- brings in
unpredicted, though favorable behaviour: peaks of insertion loss appear around 1700Hz, 2000Hz
and 2400Hz, allowing to keep the IL over 6dB up to almost 2500Hz.
For higher frequency (2500-3200Hz), the insertion loss consistently decreases from 6dB to
3dB. It could be explained by the fact that the size of the actuators is no longer negligible compared
to the wavelength.
In the second case, withZloc = c/2 (see figure 5), the overall performance is further improved.
At low frequencies, both strategies show a higher IL. The local control performs even slightly better
than the distributed control on the 750-1700Hz range. The high frequency behaviour is quite similar
to that previously observed, with higher peaks and lower minima, both control strategies yielding
very close IL values.
While the distributed term in the complete control law is essentially helping redirecting sound
waves toward the source, the local impedance term actually absorbs a great part of the sound field.
Thus, both techniques are complementary in the sense that two phenomenon are used: backward
reflection, and absorption. It can be anticipated that reflecting the entire incident energy back to the
nacelle would amplify structural vibrations, while the presence of important absorption will damp
it.
6 CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the performance of a smart structure, namely an active skin for damp-
ing the propagation of sound in a duct, using an innovative distributed control approach. Simulation
results in terms of insertion loss are very promising. Temporal simulation (not shown in the pa-
per) also showed good performances, but raised the question of the stability of the control, when
considering the possible discrepancies between measured mechanical properties of the actuators,
and their modelled behaviour. Possible instabilities due to non-plane modes also have to be in-
vestigated. An actual prototype of the test bench and of the active skin is being fabricated for
experimental validation, which should also help us shed light on these stability issues.
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